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Abstract

With the prevalence of the internet, mobile devices and commercial streaming music services, the amount of digital music available is greater than ever. Sorting through all this music is an extremely time-consuming task. Music recommendation systems search through this music automatically and suggest new songs to users. Music recommendation systems have been developed in commercial and academic settings, but more research is needed. The perfect system would handle all the user’s listening needs while requiring only minimal user input. To this end, I have reviewed 20 articles within the field of music recommendation with the goal of finding how the field can be improved. I present a survey of music recommendation, including an explanation of collaborative and content-based filtering with their respective strengths and weaknesses. I propose a novel next-track recommendation system that incorporates techniques advocated by the literature. The system relies heavily on user skipping behavior to drive both a content-based and a collaborative approach. It uses active learning to balance the needs of exploration vs. exploitation in playing music for the user.

1 Introduction

With the ever-increasing amount of digital music available on the internet, the task of finding new music has become very difficult. Music recommendation systems help deal with this information overload by automatically recommending new music to listeners.

Music recommendation systems have been developed both in industry and academia. Industrial systems such as Pandora and Spotify have achieved commercial success, but they have not reached perfection. Song observes that from an academic perspective, “the development of music recommender systems is still at a very early stage.”[1] The challenge of music recommendation is to create a system that can continually find appealing new music while minimizing the amount of user effort involved.

This paper presents a survey of music recommendation with the goal of finding how it can be improved. First I describe the general approaches to music recommendation, including their strengths and weaknesses. I then discuss techniques that are commonly used to counteract these weaknesses. I propose a new recommendation system that incorporates these techniques. Finally, I analyze existing recommendation systems and show how the new system would be a novel contribution.
2 Methodology

I first did a broad search on SCOPUS and Google Scholar for music recommendation and music information retrieval. I selected articles that provide an overview of the field, especially those that focus on collaborative filtering. I also selected articles that present experimental data from implemented recommendation systems. One such system was given in [2]. I searched for articles that cite this one. I selected articles that discuss skipping behavior and other methods that could be used to improve recommendation.

3 General approaches

[1] provides a broad survey of music recommendation techniques. The two main approaches are collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. [3] provides a more in-depth explanation of collaborative filtering. The following discussion draws heavily on these sources.

3.1 Collaborative filtering

Collaborative systems generate recommendations by comparing ratings of items between different users. Collaborative systems do not attempt to model the actual item being recommended; they only analyze users’ responses to those items. Collaborative systems are built on the assumption that users who rate items similarly in the past will continue to rate them similarly in the future. Last.fm is an example of a prominent collaborative system.

Given a set of $m$ items and a set of $n$ users, a collaborative system can construct an $m \times n$ matrix of user-item ratings (this matrix will often be sparse since most users have exposure to only a few items). Using matrix factorization techniques, the system can identify which users have rated items similarly. Given two similar users $i$ and $j$, recommendations for $i$ can be chosen from the positively-rated items of $j$ and vice-versa. This is called the $k$ Nearest Neighbor algorithm.

Ratings can be either explicit or implicit. Examples of explicit ratings include one-to-five star ratings on Amazon.com or thumbs-up and thumbs-down feedback on Pandora. These ratings require explicit input from the user. Even if the user doesn’t give an explicit rating for an item, an implicit rating can often be inferred from user behaviour. [4] shows that a variety of data sources can effectively reveal implicit ratings. Play counts can be used to infer an implicit rating; a song that has been played many times would be given a high implicit rating. Playlists are a particularly prevalent source of implicit ratings.[5, 6]

3.1.1 Challenges

Data sparsity is one of the biggest problems for collaborative systems.[1] The system needs a large amount of data about the users and the potential items to generate effective recommendations. If this data is not available, the system will be ineffective. A specific instance of the data sparsity problem is the cold-start problem. This occurs when a new user or item is introduced to the system. The system can’t give effective recommendations to a new user because the user hasn’t rated any items yet. A new item cannot be effectively recommended to existing users because it doesn’t have any ratings yet.

Another problem for collaborative systems is scalability.[3] When the system has data for a large number of items and users, the recommendation algorithm can take a long time to process the data. This is especially a problem for systems that must generate recommendations on the fly such as a mobile music player.

Human effort is a third challenge.[1] The
more effort it takes for users to rate items, the fewer ratings they will give. This is especially applicable for explicit ratings. High human effort contributes to the data sparsity problem.

An additional challenge is popularity bias. Items with more ratings will tend to be recommended more frequently than items with fewer ratings, regardless of the ratings’ values. Less well-known items are said to be in the “long tail” of the popularity curve. Recommendation systems should be able to effectively recommend items from the long tail.

3.2 Content-based filtering

Instead of comparing user ratings, content-based systems construct models of the items being recommended and compare them to the preference model of the current user.

Item models for songs can be generated in a number of ways. presents a content-based system that analyzes audio files to determine song features such as loudness, tempo and timbre. They find that this algorithm helps to mitigate the cold-start problem, i.e. when little data is already known about the song being recommended. It is also common for music experts to analyze songs and apply appropriate tags by hand. The Music Genome Project contains a large database of song information of this kind. This database is the core of Pandora’s recommendation system.

The user’s preference model doesn’t necessarily contain any information about specific songs that the user does or does not like. Instead, it records the user’s response to each of the components in the item model. For instance, the item model may include the gender of the vocalist. If the user consistently has a positive response to songs with female vocals, the user preference model will likely indicate a positive bias towards female vocals.

3.2.1 Challenges

The major problem with content-based filtering is that it relies on the correctness of the item model. The system is thus limited by what it understands about the music. Regardless of how much user input is collected, the system is unable to overcome limitations in the item models. Schedl describes this problem as the “glass-ceiling effect” of music recommendation.

For example, the item model may not take into account important differences between otherwise similar songs. The system may not know the difference between a hard rock song with melodic lyrics and a hard rock song with screamed lyrics. It might then repeatedly recommend songs with screamed lyrics to users who only like melodic hard rock.

4 Common design techniques

So far I have laid a foundation for how music recommendation works. Now I describe methods that are used to counteract the challenges of the two recommendation approaches.

4.1 Hybrid systems

Content-based filtering is like a car with high acceleration but low top speed. It can give effective recommendations quickly because it doesn’t need a lot of users, but the effectiveness of those recommendations won’t improve after the system does gain many users. Collaborative filtering is the opposite; it has high top speed but low acceleration.

As such, the two approaches can be combined into a hybrid system that draws on the strengths of each. Collaborative and content-based filtering can be combined in
many ways. One method is to use collaborative filtering as the default system while content-based filtering is used when the collaborative system lacks sufficient data about a particular item. Methods like these help to mitigate the inherent challenges of each approach, such as data sparsity. Experimental studies show that hybrid systems outperform systems that rely on only one recommendation approach.\cite{9,10}

4.2 Active learning

\cite{11} The recommendation problem can be phrased as "given a user and a set of items, which item would receive the most positive response from the user?" After the song is recommended, the system can improve based on the user’s response. As such, the recommendation problem could be rephrased as "given a user and a set of items, which item would teach the system the most about the user’s preferences if we recommended it?" Active learning is the process of giving recommendations that will help the system to learn as much as possible. This technique helps to quickly overcome data sparsity.

For example, suppose a user has given a positive response to many songs from artist A but has never heard a song from artist B. A new, unheard song from artist A would likely receive a positive response, but a response to a song from artist B would tell the system more about the user’s preferences.

Both formulations of the recommendation problem are important. Wang states, “A successful recommender system must balance the needs to explore user preferences and to exploit this information for recommendation.”\cite{12} The problem of exploration vs. exploitation has been widely studied in machine learning research, but it has not been widely incorporated into music recommendation research.\cite{12} and \cite{11} demonstrate empirically that active learning can improve the performance of both collaborative and content-based systems, respectively.

4.3 Listening history

Many different data sources can be used to infer users’ music preferences. The richer the data source, the better the recommendation system will be. User listening histories are a particularly useful data source that can be easily collected from digital music players.\cite{13} This data can show overall which songs the user prefers the most; for example, a song that has been listened to 100 times is likely more favored than a song that has been listened to only 10 times. However, comprehensive listening histories can reveal much more than this.\cite{14} demonstrates how deeper inferences about music preferences can be made by partitioning the listening histories into sessions. These sessions can indicate the similarities between songs in the user’s collection. Songs are more likely to be similar if the user listens to them in succession.\cite{15} demonstrates that temporal aspects from the history can also improve recommendation. They present a model that examines which songs the user listens to based on different temporal factors like time of day and day of week.\cite{16} shows that temporal context can be combined with session-based collaborative filtering for further improvement. Finally,\cite{17} uses listening histories to differentiate between the user’s short-term and long-term preferences.

4.4 User-centric design

Schedl demonstrates an important design flaw in many music recommendation studies.\cite{18} When measuring the performance of new systems, many studies compare new results against existing datasets.\cite{19} compares music recommendation systems using a common evaluation technique. Given a dataset of
human-created playlists, the last song from each playlist is removed. Then the dataset is given to each recommendation system, and the systems pick the next song in the playlist. Performance is based on how often the system chooses the same song as the original creator of the playlist. The authors compare four academic recommendation systems and one commercial playlisting service. They find that the commercial service had the least accuracy.

However, the commercial service had been tested and optimized on actual users for many years. Although it didn’t perform well in this academic comparison, it is likely that it would have performed better in a test that required actual humans to rate each system. Schell argues that design and evaluation of recommendation systems must include real users, even though this increases the cost and complexity of experiments.

5 Suggested system

Commercial recommendation systems like Pandora and Spotify have focused on streaming music instead of playing music that the user already owns. This avoids the problem of having to manage a large music collection; however, many people already have music collections. These collections provide a rich data source that would be useful for recommendation. Our system focuses first on these users.

A new music player application could at first use content-based filtering and active learning to explore the user’s music collection. Instead of forcing the user to create playlists or otherwise select which songs to play, the app would choose automatically the next track to play. This setup is known as next-track recommendation. The user’s skipping behavior would be recorded and used to construct a complete listening history. Since skipping behaviour includes both songs the user listens to and songs the user skips, the history would include songs that the user didn’t want to listen to at a certain time (i.e. failed recommendations). The skipping behavior also gives a user-centric way to evaluate the system’s performance.

After the app gains enough users, it could gradually switch over to a collaborative approach in order to recommend new songs. These recommendations could be streamed to the music player to minimize human effort, and feedback would still be collected through skipping behaviour. This would be a hybrid system in two different ways: the system combines collaborative and content-based filtering, and it combines streaming playback with local playback.

6 Related systems

The individual parts of our new system have already been studied, but I was not able to find any systems that use this particular combination of those ideas. I now analyze several similar recommendation systems to contrast them with the proposed system.

6.1 Academic systems

Pampalk presented one of the first music players that uses skipping behavior for next-track recommendation. The player uses a simple content-based model to represent the similarity between songs in the user’s library. The user’s skipping behavior determines their preference model. Experimental results showed that the number of skips was dramatically reduced when using this algorithm as opposed to other baseline algorithms such as pure shuffling. This system relies on skipping behaviour like our suggested system. However, it does not incorporate collaborative filtering or active learning.

NextOne player is a more recent system
that also uses a content-based model combined with skipping behavior. It uses the listening history to calculate a “freshness” value for each song. This allows the player to give more weight to songs that haven’t been played recently. Although the app uses the listening history, it doesn’t do any session-based analysis. It also doesn’t incorporate active learning or collaborative filtering; however, the authors do recommend collaborative filtering as a subject for future work.

6.2 Commercial systems

Last.fm is a widely known collaborative system. One if its data sources is called scrobbling. Scrobbling is a feature of many music players that allows the user’s listening history to be uploaded to last.fm. This is somewhat similar to our proposed system because it is a collaborative system based on listening history; however, there are critical differences. Scrobbling does not do any next-track recommendation, it only lists the songs you play on your own. As such, the last.fm system does not benefit from active learning. It also suffers from the human effort problem because it is not integrated seamlessly with a music player.

As mentioned before, Pandora is a content-based system. Pandora mainly suffers from the inherent glass-ceiling effect of content-based filtering. It also cannot take advantage of users’ existing collections since it only streams music.

7 Future Research

I am currently developing the suggested system; it is available for download as an Android app called Smart Shuffle Player. It uses skipping behavior to power a simple content-based model. I am currently researching how to implement session-based collaborative filtering and active learning. This will be enough for the player to do effective next-track recommendation with only the user’s current library. Additional research will be needed to connect the app with a centralized collaborative system in order to recommend new songs from other users.

8 Conclusion

I have presented a survey of the state of the art in music recommendation with a focus on collaborative and content-based filtering. I have found that a hybrid recommender system built on user skipping behavior could be a useful next step in recommendation system design. This system has the potential to provide users with a music experience that seamlessly integrates local playback with streaming playback for effective recommendations while requiring minimal human effort.
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